We Do

That?
Part 3: Where the Wild Things Are

A tiger exhibit lit for people—and felines.
A drone program set to transform how we
design. Transportation projects that focus
on removing the road’s biggest danger—
bad drivers.
Our “We Do That?” series demonstrates how
we deliver our Strategic Plan by unleashing
our creativity and collaboration. Creative
services bring us closer to our goal of being
a top 10 global design firm.
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Tiger, Tiger, Burning Bright

Designing with community in mind means thinking about how our
work affects the end users of our projects—i.e., the client’s clients.
Those users are—for the most part—human. But not always.
When Lighting discipline lead Denise Fong (Seattle, Washington)
was asked to help the San Diego Zoo develop a new lighting system,
she knew the design had to satisfy both the zoo’s human visitors and
permanent inhabitants: Sumatran tigers.
Scientists estimate that the Sumatran tiger, native to the eponymous
Indonesian island, may be extinct in the wild by 2020. In 2012, a
handful lived in a small enclosure at the San Diego Zoo. The zoo
wanted to make more space for them at its Safari Park, a large
nature preserve, 40 minutes north of the city.
The five-acre (two-hectare) exhibit not only gives these tigers a safe
place to live but also lets the public watch them in action. The lighting
had to satisfy two user groups: tigers that can see in the dark and their
visitors, who can’t. Plus, the project budget for this not-for-profit
zoo was about one quarter of what would be common for a project
of this size.
“It was hard,” Denise admits. “We really had to make the most of
every dollar.” Fortunately, the client’s choice of style—rugged and
eclectic—helped ease budgetary pressure. Denise was able to achieve
this aesthetic by working with a vendor of salvaged light fixtures
to create an affordable, award-winning, and atmospheric lighting
solution that mimicked the tigers’ natural habitat. But to do so, she
and the team had to overcome some pretty unusual design challenges.
Tigers don’t much like lightbulbs and are prone to smashing them
with their claws. The team could install some—but not all—lights
outside the habitat, or visitors wouldn’t be able to see. So the design
team encased some bulbs in protective casing and strategically
suspended them above and beyond the tigers’ reach.
“Where there were trees, we put lights high up in the branches and
angled the light beam down slightly to mimic moonlight,” says Denise.
“And we kept things generally dark. Because humans see by contrast,
if the surroundings are dark, we need only a little bit of light to see
the animals.”
The tigers seem to like the “mood” lighting, too. There were five when
work on the project began. Now there are eight.
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Lord of the Fliers

Three years ago, when Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) operations
manager Kevin Grover (Edmonton, Alberta) convinced his peers
in Geomatics to buy an unmanned aerial system, a.k.a. drone, he
didn’t really know the significance of what he was getting into. “The
Geomatics group has always embraced new technology, from laser
scanning to remote sensing,” Kevin says. “So at the time, I didn’t
think UASs would generate anywhere near the hype that surrounds
them now.”
Jump forward three years. UASs are now used everywhere: bridge
inspections, species mapping, package delivery. By helping us
gather more data more quickly, and at a lower cost to our clients,
the technology is changing the way we measure, monitor, and
design. Now these clients are starting to look for consultants with
drone expertise. Kevin’s job is to make sure they find that expertise
with us. Part of his role is exploring how the technology might be
used across our business lines. “UASs can be used in pretty much
every market we operate in,” he says. “The systems are simply
vehicles that carry sensors.”
Currently, Kevin’s team is using UASs in Alberta and Saskatchewan
to gather spatial data for Geomatics projects. One drone looks like a
small Styrofoam plane; the other uses multiple rotors to hover like
a helicopter.
Strict regulations govern the commercial use of UASs. Stantec
holds permits from Transport Canada to operate commercially
in all provinces except Quebec. South of the border, commercial
operation is possible under the Federal Aviation Administration’s
(FAA’s) Section 333 exemption, a designation that Stantec doesn’t
yet hold. However, the FAA recently released new rules under Part
107 of the Small Unmanned Aircraft Regulations that comes into
effect in August 2016. These changes will be reflected in Stantec’s
UAS policy, now under development.
In the meantime, our UAS group is branching out. Edmonton’s
Geomatics team has used UASs for Transportation, Oil & Gas, and
Environmental Services projects. This summer, Kevin will team up
with Butch Amundson (Saskatoon, Saskatchewan), principal and
technical lead for Aboriginal Affairs and Heritage Resources.
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They’ll use both UASs to double-check an archaeological survey
done on the Alberta-Saskatchewan border. Kevin and the rest of the
UAS team continue to explore the smartest way to make use of this
new technology.
“If we don’t stay up with UAS developments,” says Kevin, “we could
wind up behind the eight ball pretty quick and miss opportunities to
better serve our clients.”

Robocar

Our cars give us mobility, independence, freedom, and more. But
they also cost us a lot. Each year in North America, tens of thousands
of people die in automobile accidents, the vast majority caused by
human error. Traffic jams waste millions of hours. And congestion
slows down ambulances, fire trucks, and police cars.
Practitioners working with connected and automated vehicles
(CAVs) are aiming to reduce the impacts of cars—and drivers—on
our transportation system. They’re developing innovations to help
drivers make smarter choices. Some even want to automate the
driving process and remove human error altogether.
And Stantec is at the forefront of this evolution.
“The big-picture opportunities that CAVs could represent are
staggering,” says Rod Schebesch (Calgary, Alberta). “These vehicles
will eventually change way more than our commute. And our
multidisciplinary skills could make Stantec a leader in that change.”
Rod, Transportation regional business leader for the Canada
Mountain and Canada Prairies & Territories regions, is one of the
leaders of Stantec’s CAV efforts, which include Active Aurora in
Edmonton, Alberta, and the GoMentum Station in Contra Costa,
California.
Active Aurora, a collaboration between Stantec and the University
of Alberta, explores vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) technology.
V2I technology uses sensors in automobiles and on roads to make
the transportation system more efficient and safer. It can line up an
all-green-light route for an ambulance on the way to an emergency
or tell drivers that a pedestrian is about to walk through a hard-tospot intersection. The Active Aurora project has already installed a
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set of such sensors on a major freeway in Edmonton, and it aims to
eventually connect the whole city through V2I.
GoMentum Station is another collaborative project, but on an even
larger scale. Fifty companies, with Stantec as program manager, are
turning an old naval weapons base east of Concord, California, into
the largest CAV testing facility in the world. “We believe GoMentum
Station will resemble Silicon Valley one day,” says Intelligent
Transportation Systems CAV discipline leader, Habib Shamskhou
(Walnut Creek, California) another leader of Stantec’s CAV efforts.
“The program is young, but already many companies are interested in
testing here.”
Companies like Honda, EasyMile, and Ottomotto, for instance, test
their automated cars on 20 miles (32 kilometres) of secure road.
Habib and his team coordinate the testing among technology firms,
auto manufacturers, the public sector, first-tier suppliers, roadway
equipment vendors, academia, professional organizations, and
insurance companies. This summer, the station will pioneer the
North American testing of “Easymile” transports—autonomous
shuttles that travel along predetermined routes, carrying people to and
from public transit hubs.
For the most part, our cities are now shaped to facilitate the movement
of cars. As CAV projects advance and become more popular, we may
have to rethink how we design everything—from roads to commercial
and residential buildings—to make better use of CAV.
“The paradigm shift is tremendous,” says Automated Traffic
Management Systems senior principal Koorosh Olyai (Dallas, Texas),
“And we at Stantec fit easily into this new world. We have the staff, the
testing facilities, and the knowledge to help our clients be successful
using CAV technology.”
Ask your Marketing team if another arm of Stantec
can meet your client’s needs. Cross-selling—a vital
part of our Strategic Plan—is critical to achieving
our goal of becoming a top 10 global design firm.

Do your clients ever ask
for something outside of
your BC’s specialties?

What’s the most striking example of cross-selling
you’ve encountered at Stantec? spark is
developing a series about the power of unlikely
connections between business centers (BCs).
Contact sparkmag@stantec.com with your
cross-selling story!

